
SIMPLY CLEVER

ŠKODA Fabia – Accessories



The ŠKODA Fabia and Fabia Combi cars are driven by people with various professions 
and hobbies – young couples, families with children, active sports-oriented people as 
well as those who value comfort above all. Naturally, each of them has different needs 
and specifi c requirements for their car. 

This is where the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories offer a solution. In our range, which 
is essentially an extended range of the extra equipment, you will fi nd various products 
including spoilers, alloy wheels, radios, navigation systems, roof racks and so on. You can 
also choose from a wide range of child safety seats for children of all age groups. All our 
products have been approved by ŠKODA Auto so with them you choose maximum safety 
and reliability.



With accessories from the sport & design category you not only accentuate the dynamic character of the exterior and interior but directly give your car 
a sporty style. For example, we offer a styling kit, which lends your car an expression of power and fi erceness. The range further includes decorative foils 
and door sill covers, leather accessories and, last but not least, a wide choice of alloy wheels ranging from 14" to 17".

Front bumper spoiler 
for Fabia and Fabia Combi 

(5J0 071 606)

Decorative foil with chequered design for Fabia;
side foil – dark version (5J0 071 733), light version (5J0 071 733B); 
roof foil – dark version (5J0 071 733A), light version (5J0 071 733C) 
Roof spoiler for Fabia (FAA 710 002)

Styling kit for Fabia Combi (front and rear bumper spoilers, 
roof spoiler and exhaust pipe end piece); 
in combination with 7.0J x 17" Gigaro alloy wheels
in black design stressing the sports character
Roof spoiler for Fabia Combi (FAA 720 002)
Rear bumper spoiler for Fabia Combi (5J9 071 729);
not available for vehicles with tow bar
Exhaust pipe end piece for Fabia Combi for 1.2 HTP (FDC 720 001);
for 1.4 16V (FDC 720 002); for 1.6 16V and 1.2 TSI (FDC 720 003); 
for 1.2 TDI CR and 1.6 TDI CR (FDC 720 005)

Rear bumper spoiler for Fabia (5J6 071 729); 
not available for vehicles with tow bar
Exhaust pipe end piece for Fabia for 1.2 HTP (FDC 710 001); 
for 1.4 16V (FDC 710 002); for 1.6 16V and 1.2 TSI (FDC 710 003); 
for 1.2 TDI CR and 1.6 TDI CR (FDC 710 005A)

Sport & design



Leather steering wheel; 3-spoke (FBA 800 001)
No photo: 4-spoke (FBA 800 000)

Decorative Fabia foil;  
light non-refl ective (DMR 700 002);
dark anthracite non-refl ective (DMR 700 003)

Decorative door sill covers 
with stainless steel inserts 
in front and rear (KDA 700 002)

Decorative Sportline door sill covers
with stainless steel inserts 
in front and rear (KDA 700 003)

Black door sill covers
(KDA 700 001)

Leather handbrake lever 
(FFA 700 010)

Stainless steel foot pedal covers 
(FCA 000 001)

Leather gear stick knob and sleeve; 
chrome décor (5J0 071 667)

Chrome boot strip
(KDA 609 002A)



Alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" Gigaro for tyre 
205/40 R17 in black design
(5J0 071 496D)*

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Atria for tyre 
205/45 R16 (CCH 700 006)

Hub covers Satellite for wheel 
6.0J x 15"; 4-piece set (5J0 071 435A)

Alloy wheel 5.0J x 14" Fun for tyre 
165/70 R14 (CCS 700 001)

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" Gigaro for tyre 
205/40 R17 in white design
(5J0 071 496C)*

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Comet for tyre 
205/45 R16 (5J0 071 494)

 Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Comet for tyre 
205/45 R16 in black design 
(5J0 071 494B)**

Hub covers Hermes for wheel 
6.0J x 15"; 4-piece set (CDB 700 002)

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" Gigaro for tyre 
205/40 R17 in silver/black design 
(5J0 071 496B)*

Alloy wheel 6.0J x 15" Line for tyre 
195/55 R15 (CCH 700 001)

Hub covers Comoros for wheel 
5.0J x 14"; 4-piece set (5J0 071 435)

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" Trinity for tyre 
205/40 R17 (5J0 071 496A)

Alloy wheel 6.0J x 15" Avior for tyre 
195/55 R15 (CCH 700 005)

Hub covers Castor for wheel 
6.0J x 14"; 4-piece set (CDB 700 004)

Hub covers Draco for wheel 
5.0J x 14"; 4-piece set (CDB 700 003)

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" Trinity for tyre
205/40 R17 in black design
(5J0 071 496E)**

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" Kentaur for tyre 
205/40 R17 (5J0 071 496)

Alloy wheel 6.0J x 15" Antares for tyre 
195/55 R15 (CCH 700 004)

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Bear for tyre 
205/45 R16 (CCH 700 002)

Alloy wheel 6.0J x 14" Shell for tyre 
185/60 R14 (CCS 700 002)

Alloy wheel 6.0J x 14" Atik for tyre 
185/60 R14 (CCH 700 003)

Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Elba for tyre 
205/45 R16 (5J0 071 494A)

 *  Available only for cars with styling kit. 
**   Available from the 3rd quarter of 2011.



Mobile phone adapter for vehicles equipped with the universal 
GSM preparation with hands-free holder on the dashboard 
(ATC 600 0XX, 3T0 051 435-C – depending on mobile phone type)

Radio Swing: CD player of audio CDs and MP3 or WMA audio fi les, 
amplifi er power 4x 20 W, digital signal processor with equaliser 
(5J0 035 161D)

Portable DVD player with a 7" LCD screen, remote control, 
DVD, VCD, SVCD, MP3 etc. data support, SD memory card reader; 
the product has successfully passed the crash test; 
the kit includes a special bracket for mounting the LCD screen 
to the headrest (AAM 000 002)

Music & communication are no doubt part of the driving experience 
and that is why we offer you a whole range of products in this category, 
whose shared feature is modern technology. The top of the range is 
represented by accessories such as the Swing radio and Amundsen+ 
navigation system, which enable the transfer of information between the 
Maxi DOT digital display, the Climatronic air conditioning and the parking 
sensors. The rear seat passengers will not get bored even during long 
journeys as they can be entertained by the DVD player with an LCD screen.

Music & communication

Amundsen+ navigation system: Radio with CD navigation 
system including map data for Western or Eastern Europe, 
integrated Bluetooth hands-free and SD, SDHC and MMC 
memory card reader, player of audio CDs and audio fi les 
in MP3, WMA, OGG and AAC formats, CD-changer or MDI 
connection, TMC traffi c news support, ability to control 
via 5" TFT colour touch screen;
Western Europe maps (5J0 051 230B);
Eastern Europe maps (5J0 051 230C)

Radio Blues: CD player of audio CDs and MP3 audio fi les, 
AM/FM tuner with RDS system, convenient electronic 
encryption allowing operation only in a specifi c vehicle, 
amplifi er power 4x 20 W (5J0 035 152B)

Fitting kit (AZO 700 001) and cable adapter (AZA 700 001A) 
are necessary for fi tting a non-original radio into a car with 
a preparation for a ŠKODA radio.

Navigation SD cards 
for Amundsen+ navigation system;
Western Europe (3T0 051 255);
Eastern Europe (3T0 051 255A)

Kit for fi tting rear speakers 
(ABA 700 002)

Connecting cable for MDI 
(Mobile Device Interface)
for iPod/iPhone–MDI (AZO 800 001);
for USB–MDI (AZO 800 002);
for miniUSB–MDI (AZO 800 003);
for 3.5mm jack–MDI (AZO 800 004)

Kit for additional fi tting of hands-free
for safe phone communication while
driving; easy control via touch screen;
Multipoint functionality enabling 
simultaneous connection of 2 mobile 
phones (5J0 051 473)

Kit for additional fi tting 
of hands-free with button 
module; without touch screen 
(5J0 051 473A)



Foot mats; 4-piece sets
Prestige textile (DCA 700 003);
Standard textile (DCA 700 002);
rubber (DCC 700 001)

Remote control 
for central locking 
(5J0 054 907)

Cruise control
for all engine versions
for cars with on-board 

computer (5J1 035 623A);
for cars without on-board 

computer (5J1 035 623)

Clothes hanger
(3T0 061 127)

Thermo-electric 
cooling box;

15-litre capacity
(5L0 065 400)

It is no news that comfort & utility are closely related. Cars are no exception to this rule and so the accessories that increase the car’s practicality also enhance 
your comfort. Whichever products you choose, be it a cooling box, cruise control, foot mats, netting systems, sunblinds or mud fl aps, you will raise the utility value 
of your vehicle as well as the comfort level of the crew.

Comfort & utility



Net under the parcel shelf 
for Fabia (DMK 710 001)

Netting system; 
vertical nets for Fabia (DMA 710 002);

for Fabia Combi (DMA 720 002)

Netting system;
fl oor net for Fabia (DMA 710 001);
for Fabia Combi (DMA 720 001)

False boot fl oor; 
2-part for Fabia Combi 
(DAA 720 001-002)

Boot bag
(DMK 770 003)

Armrest
(DAO 700 001)

Protective cover
 of the rear bumper

for Fabia (KDA 710 001);
for Fabia Combi 

(KDA 720 001)

Rear bumper cover foil
(KDX 710 001)

Rubber boot mat 
for Fabia (DCD 710 001);
for Fabia Combi 
(DCD 720 001)

Plastic boot dish 
for Fabia (DCE 710 001);

for Fabia Combi 
(DCE 720 001)

Waterproof boot liner 
for Fabia Combi 
(DMK 720 002)

Transparent protective 
rear bumper cover foil 
for Fabia (5J6 071 133);
for Fabia Combi (5J9 071 133A) 



Side window wind defl ectors
for front windows (KCD 709 001);
for rear windows for Fabia 
(KCD 719 001); 
for rear windows for Fabia Combi 
(KCD 729 001)

Rear mud fl aps
for Fabia (KEA 710 001); 
for Fabia Combi (KEA 720 001); 
not available for Scout, RS 
and Monte Carlo models 
and for vehicles with styling kit; 
(rear bumper spoiler
5J6 071 729 and 5J9 071 729)

Front mud fl aps
(KEA 700 001); 
not available for Scout 
and Monte Carlo models

Trunk grille for Fabia Combi  
(DMM 720 001)

Rear side window sunblinds 
for Fabia (DCK 719 001); for Fabia Combi (DCK 729 001)
No photo: Sunblinds for – 
– boot side window for Fabia Combi (DCK 729 002)
– 5th door window for Fabia (DCK 719 002); 
for Fabia Combi (DCK 729 003)



Transport

In order for your vehicle to serve you well under the most extreme 
transport circumstances, such as carrying large sports equipment, 
we offer a variety of convenient accessories. With these you can carry 
skis, snowboards, bicycles and other luggage safely while preserving 
maximum space in the interior for the passengers.

Lockable bicycle carrier with aluminium profi le; 
capacity up to 20 kg (3T0 053 668)
No photo: Lockable bicycle carrier with metal profi le (LBT 009 003A)

Lockable ski or snowboard rack with aluminium profi le; 
capacity up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards (LBB 000 001)
No photo: Lockable ski or snowboard rack with metal profi le (LBT 071 027)

Luggage basket; including fastening net and straps (LBT 009 006)

Lockable ski and snowboard box; capacity up to 5 pairs of skis 
or 4 snowboards; 380-litre capacity (5L6 071 175); 
successfully passed City Crash Test
No photo: Lockable luggage box; 370-litre capacity (LBT 009 002A)

Transverse roof rack for Fabia Combi (LAS 620 002A)

Roof railing, black for Fabia Combi (LAS 720 001) 
No photo: Roof railing, silver for Fabia Combi (LAS 720 002)

Detachable tow bar (EEA 700 001);
not available for Scout and RS models

Electrics – comfort version with 13-pole socket 
for Fabia without serial preparation for the tow bar (5J1 055 316); 

for Fabia with serial preparation for the tow bar (5J0 055 316); 
for Fabia Combi without serial preparation 

for the tow bar (5J1 055 316A); 
for Fabia Combi with serial preparation 

for the tow bar (5J9 055 316)
Electrics - basic version (5J1 055 316C); 

for cars both with and without serial preparation for the tow bar 
Adapter with 7-pole socket for trailer connection (EAZ 000 001A)

Safety lug of the tow bar for the trailer (5J0 056 705)

Interior bicycle holder
for 2 bicycles for Fabia Combi (LAH 720 003) 

Bicycle carrier
for a tow bar; 

2 bike capacity
(LBT 009 005)

Basic roof rack 
for Fabia

(LAS 710 001B)

Transverse roof rack 
for Fabia (5J6 019 110)

The City Crash is a method of testing genuine accessories 
products that can be fi tted to the vehicle’s body, such as 
roof railings, transverse roof racks and other transport 

systems including boxes, bicycle, ski and surfboard carriers etc.
Method: A section of the body is fi tted to special skids, which are 
travelling at a speed of 30 km/h. At the moment of the simulated 
collision, the force reaches between 9 and 12 G’s and lasts for 80 ms.
Evaluation: In order to successfully pass the City Crash test, none 
of the transported objects may get detached from the body, which 
demonstrates that the safety of both pedestrians and other vehicles 
in real traffi c is not endangered by the product.



Baby One Plus 
child seat
(5L0 019 900)

ISOFIX G 0/1 
child seat (5L0 019 905) with 
FWF frame for forward-facing fi tting 
(DDF 710 002) and headrest 
(5L0 019 903)

ISOFIX G 0/1 
child seat (5L0 019 905) with RWF 
frame for rear-facing fi tting 
(DDF 000 003A)

Wavo 1-2-3 
child seat
(5L0 019 900B)

Wavo Kind 
child seat
(5L0 019 900C)

All original ŠKODA child seats successfully passed 
the Euro NCAP tests.

Safety

Category (according to weight in kg)

Name 0+ (0–13) 1 (9–18) 2 (15–25) 3 (22–36)

Baby One Plus 0–13

ISOFIX G 0/1

– with RWF frame 0–18

– with FWF frame 9–18

Wavo 1-2-3 15–36

Wavo Kind 15–36

Some accessories from the safety category are intended for the protection of the crew while others have been designed for the care or security of the vehicle itself. Child seats 
from the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories will ensure a safe and comfortable journey for the youngest passengers weighing up to 36 kg. Snow chains are an essential piece of 
equipment for mountain enthusiasts and an alarm or mechanical drive locking system will guard your vehicle while you explore, for example, nature’s beauty on a bike.



Alarm system with interior monitoring 
using ultrasound sensors; fi tting kit 
(5J0 071 763); basic fi tting kit for 
vehicles with central locking remote 
control (BKA 700 001); basic fi tting kit 
for vehicles without central locking 
remote control (BKA 700 002)

Rear parking sensors
monitoring distance of vehicle 
from potential obstacles (BEA 710 001)

Foldable snow shovel made of alloy;
3-part incl. practical textile cover; weight 750 g 
(5L0 099 320)*

Car care products 
(information about the 
complete offer from 
your authorised ŠKODA 
partner)

Mechanical drive locking system; 
manual transmission (DVC 770 001)
No photo: Automatic transmission 
(information about the available 
products from your authorised 
ŠKODA partner)

Tow rope (GAA 093 009)

Warning triangle (GGA 700 001A)

Safety bolt set (000 071 597A)

First aid box
(GFA 410 010DE)

Spare bulb set 
incl. fuses depending on the 
car’s equipment (5J0 054 980-D)

Refl ective safety vest 
(3T0 093 056)

Snow chains 
for 165/70 R14 tyres (CEP 400 002A); 
for 185/60 R14 tyres (CEP 400 003A); 
for 185/55 R15 tyres (CEP 700 001)Protective lateral strips (KGA 700 001)

 *  Available from the 4th quarter of 2011.
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11These products represent just a part of the wide range of accessories. For more information on the complete range, current prices, delivery 

terms and lead times, contact your authorised ŠKODA partner. All details of technical specifi cations, design, equipment, materials, guarantees 
and appearance were accurate at the time of going to print. However, the manufacturer reserves the right to make any changes (including 
changes in technical parameters or individual model equipment). This catalogue was printed on cellulose paper which was bleached without 
using chlorine. The paper is 100% recyclable.

www.skoda-auto.com 

The environmental logo expresses ŠKODA Auto’s awareness of, responsibility for and attempts 
at the sustainable development of the company and a friendly approach to life and nature.    

Your ŠKODA partner:


